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Project Title:  I. Building a Framework For Fisheries Forecasting: Understanding Nonlinear 
Couplings between Fishing, Climate Change and Variability in Fish Populations.  
II. A Retrospective Analysis of Nonlinear Forecast Methods for Fisheries Ecosystems. 
 
Principal Investigators and Students:  George Sugihara, Roger Hewitt, Chih-Hao Hsieh, 
Christian Anderson 
 
Goals: 
 1) Understanding the sources of variability in marine fish populations (separating 
anthropogenic effects from natural causes). 
 2) Investigate the applicability of modern time series forecasting methods, and develop new 
methods for extracting information from time series data. 
 3) Establish baseline information for predictive models of the CCE. And other fisheries of 
opportunity (for which appropriate data are available). 
 
Approach: 
  

1) The project objective of understanding sources of variability (both anthropogenic and 
environmental) is addressed by using historical icthyoplankton data for the southern 
CALCOFI domain. These unique data were used to answer a classic question in marine 
fishery management: whether fishing itself will increase or dampen the population 
variability of targeted fish species. 

2) The project objective using nonlinear methods to improve stock prediction directly 
addresses the overall NOAA Fisheries mission.  It is essential information for setting 
harvest targets of fished species in the CALCOFI domain.  

3) Demonstrating the applicability of the forecasting technology and refining the methods to 
apply specifically to data of this kind produces base-line information required to build 
predictive models for the CCE. How much predictability is there and how complicated do 
the models need to be?   Additionally, the nonlinear methods developed here can identify 
what the coupled ecological subsystems (e.g, communities) are, for the larger national 
mission of ecosystem-based management. 

 
Work Completed: 
We have obtained the following results: 

1) Found fishing increases boom and bust variability of exploited populations. This is a 
classical question in fisheries science that we were able to answer generally and 
empirically for the first time. (Mentioned by VAdm Lautenbacher at the National 
Academies of Sciences November 2006). The implication of this work is that the 
destabilization of the population is a consequence of common fisheries practices that 
target the larger older individuals. Thus it is significant to restore age-structure in 
rebuilding depleted stocks. 

2) Confirmed that fishing results in a truncated age and size structure for the population, and 
further related this to destabilization of exploited populations. 

3) Found nonlinear forecast methods are effective for fisheries.  These methods work best 
when the time series composite is constrained by habitat type or region. 



4) Found physical data for CCE are best described as linear stochastic (auto-correlated 
noise).  They are high dimensional and effectively stochastic. 

5) Found low dimensional nonlinearity in the population dynamics of both exploited and 
unexploited populations. Dimensionality is a fundamental constraint on the complexity of 
a model required to achieve a given level of predictability. 

 
Applications: 
Our results to date suggest that: 
  1) Time series forecasting methods should be deployed at very least as a supplement to 
existing stock assessment practices.  They are shown to have significant forecast skill. 
 2) Fishery management policy and practices/technologies need to be developed to preserve 
age-size-structure of exploited populations.  “Stop picking on the big guys” as the tabloids say. 
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Reports: 
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